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Machine translation systems are vulnerable to
domain mismatch, especially when the task is
low-resource. In this setting, out of domain
translations are often of poor quality and prone
to hallucinations, due to the translation model
preferring to predict common words it has seen
during training, as opposed to the more uncom-
mon ones from a different domain. We present
two simple methods for improving translation
quality in this particular setting: First, we use
lexical shortlisting in order to restrict the neu-
ral network predictions by IBM model com-
puted alignments. Second, we perform n-
best list reordering by reranking all transla-
tions based on the amount they overlap with
each other. Our methods are computationally
simpler and faster than alternative approaches,
and show a moderate success on low-resource
settings with explicit out of domain test sets.
However, our methods lose their effectiveness
when the domain mismatch is too great, or in
high resource setting.
1 Introduction
Neural Machine translation (NMT) (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017) has achieved
state-of-the-art performance in a variety of lan-
guage pairs and settings, but it is vulnerable to
domain mismatch, where the test dataset differs
significantly from the training dataset. This issue
in particular is exacerbated in the low-resource set-
ting (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).
Teacher forcing is used during traditional maxi-
mum likelihood neural network training, leading to
a strong exposure bias and the model being particu-
larly confused when it sees unexpected sequences.
This typically leads to hallucinations in the output
(Koehn and Knowles, 2017; Müller et al., 2019),
as the overly zealous language model component
*Equal contribution
prefers to generate a fluent, but unrelated transla-
tion, as opposed to properly translating the input.
A number of methods have been proposed in or-
der to alleviate the exposure bias issues: Exposing
the model to its prediction during training (Ran-
zato et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,
2019; Wang and Sennrich, 2020); tuning directly
towards BLEU (Wiseman and Rush, 2016) or using
minimum Bayes risk decoding (Kumar and Byrne,
2004; Stahlberg et al., 2017; Shu and Nakayama,
2017). Those methods are effective to some extent
at increasing BLEU scores, but they are computa-
tionally very expensive.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach,
where we use the lexical shortlisting mechanism
to interpolate the knowledge of a word alignment
model inside neural machine translation, and on
top of it we perform n-best list reranking. Our
method is computationally simpler and faster than
alternatives and does not require specific model
retraining or fine-tuning. It also achieves BLEU
gains on a variety of out-of-domain datasets in a
low-resource English-German setting. Our method
is however somewhat limited in its usefulness, as it
doesn’t help when the domains are too different.
2 Methodology
We pursed two separate strategies for improving
neural machine translation’s performance in low-
resource domain mismatched setting: Lexical short-
listing and n-best list reranking based on inter hy-
pothesis agreement.
2.1 Lexical shortlisting
Neural machine translation systems have a vocabu-
lary size of tens of thousands of tokens, however for
every single translated sentence, the vast amount
of those vocabulary items would be extremely un-
likely choices. Schwenk et al. (2007); Le et al.






















in order to speed up the computation of the output
layer. This is done by preparing a list of likely
word-level translations for each sentence (com-
monly known as lexical shortlist) by using IBM
alignment models such as fast-align (Dyer et al.,
2013) and limiting the output layer to it. This is
widely used in practice in major NMT toolkits for
fast production systems (Bogoychev et al., 2020;
Klein et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2020).
Li et al. (2019) have shown that even in a
high-resource setting, the quality of the implicitly
learned neural alignments lags behind IBM model
alignments. Therefore, it is sensible to incorporate
the better-quality IBM alignments into neural mod-
els, especially for low-resource domain adaptation.
While shortlists have negligible impact on the qual-
ity of strong neural machine translation systems,
we show that we can successfully limit the out-
put layer to the likely tokens according to an IBM
model and improve out-of-domain BLEU scores in
a low-resource setting. This suggests that the IBM
model provides complementary information to the
neural model in this scenario.
2.2 Hypothesis reranking
Fomicheva et al. (2020) estimate the quality of ma-
chine translation by measuring the agreement of
generated hypotheses for a given source sentence.
The reason is that (higher) similarity between hy-
potheses reflects (higher) model confidence. In a
low-resource or domain adaptation scenario, our
assumption is that a hallucinated hypothesis will
have a low agreement with the rest in the beam.
Thus, we propose a re-ranking mechanism based
on inter-hypothesis similarity.
For every source sentence, NMT generates b
hypotheses where b is the beam size. For each hy-
pothesis, we measure its similarity against other
hypotheses in the beam, and re-rank all hypotheses
by their final aggregated similarity scores. Simi-
larity score scorei for a certain hypothesis hypi
is calculated as Equation 1, where sim(candidate,
reference) is a metric that computes the similarity





Like Fomicheva et al., we choose a few metrics
to measure the textual similarity:
• Sentence-level BLEU (sentBLEU, Lin and
Och, 2004): it is a modification of the original
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) with smooth-
ing, which is more suitable for sentence-level
comparison.
• Character n-gram F-score (ChrF, Popović,
2015): Instead of measuring text overlap at
token-level, ChrF measures F score of charac-
ter n-grams.
• Translation edit rate (TER, Snover et al.,
2006): it calculates the number of edits
needed to change a piece of text to another,
normalised by the number of target words in
the reference translation. Possible edits in-
clude token-level insertion, deletion, substitu-
tion, and shifting any number of tokens.
• Metric for Evaluation of Translation with
Explicit ORdering (METEOR, Banerjee and
Lavie, 2005): It is based on harmonic mean
of unigram precision and recall and uses stem-
ming to match words that the the translation
got partially right.
We use nltk implementation of sentBLEU, ChrF
and METEOR with default configurations, and
pyter for TER. We did not use neural metrics
that rely on pre-trained embeddings, as they may
have a domain preference and are less interpretable.
3 Experimental setup
For our experiments, we used IWSLT 2014 English-
German data (Cettolo et al., 2014), with prepro-
cessing performed as per the work of Müller et al.
(2019)1. In order to simulate low-resource, domain
restricted setting, we follow the data split of Wang
and Sennrich (2020): training was performed on
the medical domain (1M sentence pairs) and eval-
uated on medical (in-domain), koran, IT, subtitles
and law (out of domain). We use joint vocabulary,
byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) trained
on the medical domain with 32000 merge opera-
tions, and the full preprocessing pipeline by Müller
et al. (2019). As we evaluate on out-of-domain
datasets, we realised that the vocabulary trained on
the medical domain only may be sub-optimal for
other domains. In practice we would have some
access to monolingual data from the unknown do-
main. We can use this information to reduce the
bias of the BPE training towards the medical do-
main. In order to simulate this setting, we perform
an analogous experiment where the BPE vocabu-
lary is trained on on all domains, but the subtitles
1https://github.com/ZurichNLP/
domain-robustness
dataset as it is orders of magnitude larger than other
domains and would dominate the vocabulary. See
the discussion in Section 5 and Table 1 for more
details.
For training we used the transformer-base preset
of the Marian machine translation toolkit (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018)2, with transformer prepro-
cessing normalisation as opposed to postprocessing
normalisation and additional attention and feed-
forward neural network layer dropout. This is our
baseline configuration and we performed ample
hyperparameter search, to ensure that our neural
network configuration achieves the best possible
performance in this low-resource task. Decoding
is done with beam size 6 and length normalisation
0.6. On top of the baseline, we tried three different
combinations of methods introduced in Section 2:
• A shortlist configuration where we used a
lexical shortlist generated by the fast-align
model trained on the medical dataset. We
tried various different configurations and we
settled on an optimal value of limiting the
output layer to the 10 most probable unigram
translation according to the IBM model.
• A re-ranking setup where we rerank the n-
best translation based on inter-hypothesis sent-
BLEU, ChrF, TER and METEOR scores. In
an initial test of baseline on the medical do-
main, we try all 3 metrics and find that sent-
BLEU performs the best.
• Both where we use the shortlist to produce
the n-best translation lists and later rerank it
to obtain the best hypothesis.
4 Results and Analysis
We present our results in Table 2. When using
the more restrictive scenario of BPE trained on the
medical domain, our shortlist mechanism always
yields slight increase in BLEU on out-of-domain
settings and a smaller drop in the in-domain do-
main setting. The law and IT domains benefit the
most, whereas subtitles and koran are largely un-
affected. Using reranking in combination with a
shortlist, or by itself was not effective in this BPE
segmentation.
When using the alternative BPE segmentation,
we see that the baseline scores are in general
lower for the out-of-domain datasets, despite the
in-domain being stronger. We suspect that this is
due to rare words from out-of-domain datasets in
2https://marian-nmt.github.io/
the vocabulary that get insufficient exposure during
training. However, when using a lexical shortlist in
this setting, we see greater improvements in terms
of BLEU on the law and IT domains compared
to the medical BPE scenario. Reranking is also
much more effective in this scenario, performing
similarly to shortlisting, and the combination of
reranking and shortlisting delivers the best BLEU
scores in nearly all out-of-domain splits.
We see that the shortlisting method is always bet-
ter than the baseline method on all out-of-domain
datasets, although the results vary with the data
preprocessing. This is true even more so of rerank-
ing, which is much better when the vocabulary is
trained on the all domains. Combining both short-
listing and reranking always results in a slight im-
provement over just reranking in the out of domain
datasets, but its effectiveness is again dependent on
the data preprocessing.
This clearly shows that IBM model 2 as imple-
mented by fast-align is able to learn information
complementary to the neural network and interpo-
lating them together is helpful for achieving higher
BLEU scores.
4.1 BLEU breakdown
According to BLEU scores reported earlier, short-
list and re-ranking are beneficial to NMT domain
adaptation. We try to understand what is actually
improved by breaking down BLEU scores into n-
gram accuracies and length (brevity) penalty. In
Table 3 we list and analyse the numbers for law
and IT domain datasets, on which we have seen the
largest leap of BLEU scores. We also report the
METEOR scores which would not be influenced by
the length of the translation output and will instead
focus on the ngram overlap.
From the table, shortlist always helps 1- to 4-
gram accuracies while re-rank alone decreases
these. Moreover, re-rank “corrects” the output
length, leading to a much better brevity penalty
compared to baseline or shortlist. These observa-
tions are expected: shortlist provides extra word
alignment information which aids lexical accura-
cies; re-rank favours the hypothesis with an “aver-
age” length since too long or too short hypotheses
will receive a lower similarity score. It indicates
that shortlist and re-rank will bring BLEU scores
up from different aspects: n-gram accuracies and
length penalty.
METEOR scores are however show shortlisting
sein Pilot hat nicht die volle Kontrolle . its p@@ il@@ ot is@@ n’t in control .
und Z@@ eth@@ rid ? nur einen Strei@@ f@@ sch@@ uss . and , Z@@ eth@@ rid , just gr@@ aze it
Table 1: Example parallel sentences from the subtitle corpora. Extensive and uneven BPE segmentation makes it
difficult for the IBM model to produce alignments which can meaningfully supplement a translation model.
Medical BPE
System Baseline Shortlist Rerank Both
koran 0.9 1.0 0.7 1.1
law 19.6 20.6 16.6 17.8
medical 60 59.5 60.3 59.1
IT 15 16.3 10.1 11.5
subtitles 2.8 3.1 1.4 1.9
All BPE*
Baseline Shortlist Rerank Both
koran 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0
law 17.7 19.4 19.8 20.8
medical 61.4 58.2 57.6 60.4
IT 15.7 18.0 15.3 17.8
subtitles 2.6 2.8 2.4 2.8
Table 2: Results on German-English system trained
on the medical domain on in-domain and out-domain
datasets. The best results in each table are in bold. *All
BPE refers to BPE segmentation trained on all parallel
corpora, except the subtitle one.
to be by far the best method and show reranking
being outperformed even by the baseline. This
suggests that the bump in BLEU scores by the
reranking method is just due to the brevity penalty
and does not contribute to the translation quality.
5 Limitations
In order to better interpret why our methods are
helpful in some domains much more than in others,
we compare the different domains that make up
our test sets in Table 4. We compute vocabulary
overlap for each cleaned corpora prior to BPE en-
coding. For each domain, we count only words that
are seen at least 20 times. For the subtitle corpora,
since it is orders of magnitude larger than the rest,
we only include the top 36k tokens. We also com-
pute the average sentence length before and after
BPE application in order to determine the degree
to which BPE transforms the original sentences.
For our most difficult datasets, the subtitle and
the koran domains, we see the lowest vocabulary
overlap with the medical domain of just 22-25%.
When BPE is applied to those corpora, the sen-
tence length increases by 20-30 % and this together
with the vocabulary overlap issues prevents the
alignment model from learning meaningful word
alignments that are able to provide the translation
model with novel information (Table 1).
This means that lexical shortlisting is useful
in a setting where we have a model trained on
a relatively modest amount of data, and the out-
of-domain dataset which we attempt to translate
should have a reasonable amount of vocabulary
overlap. When the vocabulary overlap is too small,
such as in the subtitle and the koran domains, short-
listing drastically loses its effectiveness as a do-
main adaptation tool. We verified this by test-
ing an extremely low-resource Burmese-English
system, trained on 18k parallel sentences (Aji
et al., 2020) on an out of domain bible corpora
(Christodouloupoulos and Steedman, 2015) and
shortlisting had no-effect: out-of-domain BLEU
of 0.2, in-domain BLEU of 18. At the other end,
we took a high-resource German-English system
trained for WMT19 (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019) and
tested it on the same IWSLT datasets. In this set-
ting, again, shortlist had no impact on the BLEU
scores. More information about these experiments
can be found in Appendix A.
6 Conclusion
We performed experiments where we explore com-
putationally cheap methods to improve Neural ma-
chine translation performance in out-of-domain set-
tings. We suggest that adding a lexical shortlist
trained on the same data is always beneficial. Fur-
thermore, in some scenarios this combines well
with n-best list reranking based on inter hypothesis
similarity. The reranking method however targets
the BLEU brevity penalty, suggesting that the im-
provements from it do not actually correspond to
better translation quality. Furthermore, the results
seem to be sensitive to data preprocessing, quality
of the translation model, as well as the degree of
domain difference.
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We present METEOR results of the Medical do-
main BPE, similar to table 2








Table 5: METEOR scores for the Medical BPE sys-
tem. METEOR shows that the ngram overlap has in-
deed improved by the shortlisting method, which gives
evidence of domain adaptation.
A.2 Low-resource Burmese-English
Here we report experiment results on low-resource
Burmese-English translation, for in- and out-
of-domain settings (Aji et al., 2020). The in-
domain test set is taken from Ding et al. (2018,
2019). Out of domain bible data is taken from
Christodouloupoulos and Steedman (2015).
Burmese - English
System Baseline Shortlist
Sport news (in domain) 18.00 15.7
Bible 0.2 0.2
Table 6: For Burmese-English in and out-of-domain.
A.3 High-resource German-English
Here we show experiment results on a WMT19










Table 7: Results on Microsoft’s German-English sys-
tem trained for WMT19, tested on IWSLT datasets.
Shortlist has no impact on performance. Reranking was
not performed due to the cost of n-best list generation
with this very large system.
